diameter; the largest in Belgium, 40 feet high and 145 feet in diameter.5 Even such abnormally large tumuli as these, moreover, are too few to be included in Egeria's generalizing plural tumbae, and too large for so routine an adjective as grandes (better pergrandes, ingentes, infiniti). In short, even the largest tumuli ever seen by Egeria would yet have been much too small to stand comparison with a monticulus large enough to serve as the site of a church.6
Since even a large tumulus could not compare in size with the monticulus at Sedima, some translators have rendered Egeria's words as if she were comparing tumuli and the monticulus only in respect of their shape. Gingras7 translates "with the shape that tombs, large ones, usually have"; Wilkinson,8 "shaped like a big tomb." Interpreting the passage in the same say, J. T. Milik9 imagines a hill "qui par ses formes regulibres rappelle 'a Egerie les grands tombeaux ronds des Romains." What Egeria says, however, is this: "a monticulus not very large, but constructed the way tumbae usually are, only large ones." There can be no doubt that thereby she means to equate tumbae and the Sedima hill in respect of their size no less than their shape. The qualification sed grandes requires this, for, in respect of shape alone, large tumbae are exactly the same as tumbae in general. The expression solent esse leads to the same conclusion, for the shape of tumuli is not usual but universal. Indeed, a circular plan and conical cross-section are the distinguishing features of tumuli.
The context in 13.3 requires that tumbae denote not burial mounds per se, but particular geological formations that resemble burial mounds. As Egeria uses the word, tumba is analogous to tumulus, which refers to earthen mounds in general as often as it signifies burial mounds in particular.10 Similarly, a type of flat tableland common in the American Southwest takes its name (mesa) from the object that it resembles. For tumba, to be sure, the lexica give no such meaning. The Greek noun r•Lpgo;, of which tumba is probably a borrowing,11 also appears to be connected exclusively with burial. Thus tumba = monticulus must have been a strictly local usage, referring perhaps to a particular sort of geological formation that was common in, if not confined to, Egeria's homeland. Nevertheless, localized though it may Three sources supply the evidence that is usually invoked concerning Egeria's homeland. made to identify Egeria's homeland philologically,21 that is, by tracing an affinity between Egeria's Latin and the dialect of a particular region, but the results of this approach are generally agreed to have been uniformly inconclusive, and so they will not be considered here.
Five passages are usually adduced from the aforementioned sources, and all make reference to the geography of Europe and the Mediterranean, sometimes by name, but more often with excruciating ambiguity. To begin with places mentioned by name, in 18.2 Egeria tries to convey an impression of the swift current of the Euphrates by comparing it to a river with which her readers are presumably acquainted: In sum, because Galicia is where it is, such phrases as extremum occidui maris Oceani litus can be expected to be used of that region as a matter of course, and especially by writers who are in some way connected with Galicia. Nevertheless, neither the literature of Valerius' age nor that of earlier centuries gives any grounds for believing that the expression extremum occidui maris Oceani litus, divorced from any context, necessarily signifies Galicia. Indeed, compelling reasons prompt quite the opposite conclusion, that in the context in which it appears toward the end of Valerius' letter, the expression is unlikely to denote Galicia. For example, even when Valerius' periphrasis for Galicia appears in a different work altogether, that is, in his life of St. Fructuosus, it takes exactly the same form as at the beginning of his letter: huius occiduae plagae extremitas. It follows a fortiori, then, that if Valerius were in fact connecting Egeria with Galicia toward the end of a letter that begins with a reference to that region, he could be expected to use the expression huius occiduae plagae extremitas, and to use it verbatim. Conversely, the considerable discrepancy between this and the phrase referring to Egeria could in itself indicate that Egeria was not from Galicia. One particular of this discrepancy supports the same conclusion: Egeria's homeland is a litus, but in all three of Valerius' references to Galicia, this region is either a pars or a plaga. In short, Valerius chose the expression extremum occidui maris Oceani litus not because Egeria came from Galicia, but principally because he wanted to exploit the rhetorical effect of an antithesis between Egeria's birth in the West (extremo occidui maris Oceani litore exorta) and her pilgrimage to the distant East (Orienti facta est cognita).
But an absolutely fatal objection was raised by Garcia Villada himself.33 If extremo occidui maris Oceani litore exorta refers to Galicia, the homeland of both Valerius and the monks to whom he is writing, then the absence of hoc or huius is very difficult to explain. The cogency of this objection remains undiminished to this day. Also, as Meister observed,34 Valerius' praise of Egeria is so extravagant that if In the Middle Ages, the introduction of Christianity into Gaul became the subject of legends that were subsequently mistaken for true history.43 Thus, according to a tale invented and promulgated by the monks of the abbey of VWzelay in Burgundy, the new faith was brought to Provence in the first century by Martha, Mary Magdalene, and Lazarus, of whom the last, it was said, became bishop of Marseilles. This legend, though apocryphal, is yet not wholly at variance with the truth, for in fact there were Christians in Gaul at an early date, and probably first in Marseilles, which was no less accessible to foreign cults than it was to foreign cargo. Nevertheless, except for a grave marker from Marseilles that may commemorate the martyrdom of two Christians ca. 175, Lyons yields the earliest concrete evidence of Christians living in Gaul. There a group of Anatolian Greeks, which included Irenaeus, established a Christian cadre sometime in the second Until 313, when the Edict of Milan decreed an end to the persecution of Christians, Christianity in Gaul was confined to the large cities. The countryside was still mostly pagan, and so it remained until, beginning in 375, St. Martin undertook to eradicate paganism and establish the Church wherever his travels took him. Unfortunately, wideranging though these travels were, Sulpicius Severus, his contemporary and biographer, has little to say about the precise locales of St. Martin's missionary work. It would be helpful to know, of course, whether Martin or his disciples ever reached the neighborhood of Mont St. Michel. In fact, however, it is not even known whether they reached northern Gaul at all, though some infer that they did from the legend that while en route through Paris, the saint cured a leper with his kiss. 
